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Abstract
 .In the Central Iberian Zone CIZ of the Iberian Massif large volumes of granitoids were emplaced during the
 .post-collisional stage of the Hercynian orogeny syn- to post-D3, the last ductile deformation phase . Twelve granitic units
and a quartz monzodiorite were selected for a U–Pb zircon and monazite geochronological study. They represent successive
stages of the D3 event. The Ucanha-Vilar, Lamego, Sameiro and Refoios do Lima plutons are coeval 313"2 Ma, 319"4
.Ma, 316"2 Ma and 314"2 Ma, respectively and belong to the earliest stage. Later on the Braga massif was emplaced, its
different units yielding the same age: 309"3 Ma for the Braga granite, 309"1 Ma for the Gonc¸a granite and 311"5 Ma
for a related quartz monzodiorite. The Braga massif is subcontemporaneous with the Agrela and Celeiros plutons 307"3.5´
.  .Ma and 306"2 Ma, respectively , in agreement with field data. The Briteiros granite is younger 300"1 Ma , followed by
 .the emplacement of the Peneda–Geres massif Geres, Paufito, Illa and Carris granites . The Geres granite, emplaced atˆ ˆ ˆ
296"2 Ma, seems to represent a first magmatic pulse immediately followed by the intrusion of the Paufito granite at
290"2.5 Ma. For the Carris granite a minimum emplacement age of 280"5 Ma was obtained. Based on these results the
 .  .following chronology is proposed: 1 syn-D3 biotite granitoids, 313–319 Ma; 2 late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids,
 .  .306–311 Ma; 3 late- to post-D3 granitoids, ca. 300 Ma; 4 post-D3 granitoids, 290–296 Ma. These chronological data
indicate that successive granitic intrusions were emplaced in the CIZ during a short time span of about 30 Ma that
corresponds to the latest stages of the Hercynian orogeny. A rapid and drastic change occurred at about 300 Ma, between a
 .compressive ductile tectonic regime D3, ca. 300–320 Ma associated to calc-alkaline, monzonitic and aluminopotassic
 .plutonism and a fragile phase of deformation D4 which controlled the emplacement of the subalkaline ferro-potassic
plutonism at 290–296 Ma. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Iberian Massif is a large segment of the
European Hercynian Fold Belt which extends over
more than 3000 km from eastern Germany to the
Iberian Peninsula. The tectonometamorphic and
magmatic features of the European Hercynian Belt
have been explained by an obduction–collision oro-
genic model Bard et al., 1980; Matte, 1986; Lagarde
.et al., 1992; Burg et al., 1994; Rey et al., 1997 .
Active continent–continent collision has taken place
from Early Devonian to Mid-Carboniferous times
 .390–330 Ma , followed by post-thickening exten-
sion from the Mid-Carboniferous to the Permian
 .330–280 Ma . These events induced the develop-
ment and tightening of arcuate structures like the
Ibero–Armorican arc.
The internal domain of the Iberian segment con-
 .stitutes the Central Iberian Zone CIZ according to
 .the zonal division of Lotze 1945 , modified by
 .Julivert et al. 1974 . In the CIZ three main ductile
Hercynian deformation phases were recognized
Ribeiro, 1974; Noronha et al., 1979; Ribeiro et al.,
1983; Diez Balda et al., 1990; Ribeiro et al., 1990a,b;
.Pereira et al., 1993 . The probably continuous early
Hercynian D1 and D2 phases are timed in the Mid-
 .Upper Devonian 380–360 Ma and Early to Mid-
 .Carboniferous 360–330 Ma , respectively. They are
characterized by the generation of subvertical D1
folds with a steep slaty cleavage and D2 recumbent
folds with axial plane crenulation cleavage or schis-
tosity associated with nappe emplacement. The D1
and D2 deformation phases correspond to the colli-
sional stage of the Hercynian orogeny. This crustal
thickening is associated with partial melting and a
restricted production of peraluminous granitoids.
 .The last ductile deformation phase D3 , Na-
murian–Westphalian in age, develops open to tight
vertical folds with subhorizontal axes and subvertical
shear zones with a sinistral or dextral wrench move-
ment. This ductile phase is followed by a fragile
 .deformation phase D4 in the Permian, giving rise
to NE–SW, NNE–SSW and NW–SE fracture sys-
 .tems Pereira et al., 1993 . The D3qD4 deforma-
tion is related to the post-thickening extension tec-
tonics which follows the continent–continent colli-
sion and takes place from Mid-Carboniferous to
Permian times. At the same time most of the CIZ
granitoids were emplaced defining alignments closely
related to the ductile shear zones Iglesias and
.Ribeiro, 1981; Ferreira et al., 1987a . They are char-
acterized by highly contrasted compositions, from
aluminopotassic to calc-alkaline and subalkaline
types.
Based on the emplacement ages relatively to the
main Hercynian events, namely D3, the CIZ grani-
toid magmatism has been classified Ferreira et al.,
.  .  .1987a as: 1 syn-orogenic pre-D3; 2 syn-orogenic
 . syn- to late-D3; 3 late- to post-orogenic post-D3,
.syn-D4 .
A significant amount of Rb–Sr and K–Ar
geochronological data of granitoids from the CIZ are
available for a compilation of the majority of the
.available data see Pinto et al., 1987; Beetsma, 1995 .
However some of these ‘ages’ are discrepant and
disagree with geological data. This fact, as well as
the known limitations of Rb–Sr and K–Ar isotopic
systems and the advantage of comparing data ob-
tained by multi-isotopic methods, lead us to the
development of a U–Pb zircon and monazite
geochronologic study. The objectives of this study
 .are: i to date granitic rocks clearly related to known
 .structural events and ii to constrain the timing of
 .the last regional ductile deformation phase D3 and
 .of the fragile deformation phase D4 that followed.
For this purpose we have selected thirteen syn- to
post-D3 units, representing the post-collisional plu-
tonism in the CIZ. The term ‘post-collisional’ is
used in the broad sense of post-thickening extension
Lagarde et al., 1992; Pereira et al., 1993; Rey et al.,
.1997 .
2. Geology and petrography
The granitic plutons referred in this study are
located in the CIZ, Northern Portugal and their
distribution is controlled by the Vigo–Regua ductile´
shear zone or by the late Hercynian fragile fractura-
tion and faulting, namely the Geres–Lovios faultˆ
 . Fig. 1 . Several granitic plutons were selected based
.on their internal structures and field relations so as
to represent different emplacement periods relatively
 .  .to the third Hercynian tectonic phase Fig. 1 : 1
syn-D3 biotite granitoids: Ucanha-Vilar, Lamego,
 .Sameiro and Refoios do Lima plutons; 2 late-D3
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Hercynian syn- to post-orogenic granitoids in the Central Iberian Zone, Northern Portugal Ferreira et al., 1987a,
.  .  .  .  .modified . A Vigo–Regua shear zone; B Geres–Lovios fault. U–Pb dated plutons: syn-D3 biotite granitoids 1 Ucanha-Vilar, 2´ ˆ
 .  .  . Lamego, 3 Sameiro, 4 Refoios do Lima; late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids 5 Braga pluton Braga granite, associated basic to
.  .  .  .  .intermediate series and Gonc¸a granite ; 6 Agrela, 7 Celeiros; late- to post-D3 granitoids 8 Briteiros; post-D3 granitoids 9´
 .Peneda–Geres pluton Geres, Paufito, Illa and Carris granites ; D3: last ductile deformation phase.ˆ ˆ
biotite-dominant granitoids: Braga Braga granite,
associated basic to intermediate series and Gonc¸a
.  .granite , Agrela and Celeiros plutons; 3 late- to´
 .post-D3 granitoids: Briteiros granite; 4 post-D3
 . syn-D4 granitoids: Peneda–Geres pluton Geres,ˆ ˆ
.Paufito and Carris granites .
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The main petrographic characteristics of the anal-
ysed samples from the different plutons are pre-
sented in Table 1.
2.1. Syn-D3 biotite granitoids
They include, among others and from south to
north, the Ucanha-Vilar, Lamego, Sameiro and Re-
foios do Lima plutons. They are porphyritic ortho-
.clase phenocrysts medium-grained biotite granodior-
ites–monzogranites and contain quartzqplagioclase
 .andesineroligoclase q perthitic orthoclase q
iotite q zircon q monazite q apatite q ilmenite "
muscovite"allanite qcordieriteqsillimanite in the
. Refoios do Lima pluton Simoes et al., 1997a;˜
.Martins, 1997 .
Microgranular enclaves occur dominantly in the
Ucanha-Vilar, Lamego and Sameiro plutons and are
rare in the Refoios do Lima pluton. A conspicuous
planar fabric parallel to the Vigo–Regua shear zone´
is outlined by the alignment of orthoclase phe-
nocrysts and biotite. They are considered early syn-
D3 plutons, based on structural and geological fea-
tures Montenegro de Andrade et al., 1986; Pereira,
.1992; Simoes, in preparation .˜
2.2. Late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids
This group is represented by the Braga, Agrela
 .and Celeiros plutons Ferreira et al., 1993 . They´
present magmatic structures preferential orientation
.of K-feldspar phenocrysts and partially of biotite on
conformity to D3.
The Braga massif is composite, associating two
 .distinct granitic units Dias and Leterrier, 1994 : the
Braga monzogranite which includes abundant micro-
granular enclaves and small stocks of gabbroic to
granodioritic composition gabbros, monzodiorites,
.quartz monzodiorites and granodiorites ; the Gonc¸a
leucogranite which is devoid of mafic rocks and
contains mica-rich enclaves and metasedimentary
xenoliths. The Braga biotite monzogranite is slightly
porphyritic, fine- to medium-grained and the
biotite–muscovite Gonc¸a leucogranite is fine-grained.
The Agrela biotite monzogranite is porphyritic,
medium-grained and includes abundant microgranu-
lar enclaves. This type of enclaves is rare in the
biotite-dominant Celeiros monzogranite which is´
 .porphyritic and coarse-grained Dias et al., 1992 .
The observed gradational contacts between the
Braga–Gonc¸a granites, Braga–Agrela granites and
Agrela–Celeiros granites, as well as the sharp but´
lobated contacts between the Braga granite and the
basic to intermediate bodies, indicate a synchronous
emplacement of the different plutonic units.
The four granitic facies contain quartz, perthitic
 .K-feldspar orthoclase or microcline , plagioclase
 . oligoclase–andesine , biotite, muscovite modal
.content 0–7% , ilmenite, apatite, zircon and mon-
azite. Muscovite is an accessory phase in the Braga,
Agrela and Celeiros granites. In the latter cordierite´
also occurs. Andalusite and sillimanite were ob-
served in the Gonc¸a granite. The quartz monzodiorite
selected for U–Pb analysis contains orthoclase, an-
desine, quartz, Mg-rich biotite, Mg-rich actinolitic
hornblende and accessory augite. Other minor phases
are ilmenite, apatite, zircon and sphene.
2.3. Late- to post-D3 granitoids
These granitoids crosscut the plutons of groups
 .  .1 and 2 and their emplacement is controlled by
late-Hercynian fracturation. They are represented in
the Braga region by the Briteiros granite. Mica-rich
enclaves are abundant in this two mica fine-grained
leucogranite. It contains quartz, K-feldspar, plagio-
 .clase albite–oligoclase , biotite, muscovite and the
accessory mineralogy includes ilmenite, apatite, zir-
con, monazite, anatase and sillimanite.
2.4. Post-D3 granitoids
The Peneda–Geres massif is a post-D3 pluton,ˆ
whose emplacement is related with the fragile defor-
mation phase D4. It is composed of four petro-
graphic units, three of which are roughly concentric
 .Mendes, 1994; Mendes and Dias, 1996 . The most
extensive and external unit is the Geres granite, aˆ
porphyritic coarse-grained biotite granite. It sur-
rounds the Paufito granite, a porphyritic medium-
grained biotite granite whose porphyritic character
and grain-size decrease gradually towards the inner-
most unit, the Illa granite. This is a two mica medium-
to fine-grained granite. The fourth unit, the Carris
granite, is a porphyritic fine-grained biotite granite
(
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Table 1
Mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of selected samples for zirconrmonazite U–Pb analysis
Syn-D3 granitoids Late-D3 granitoids Late- to Post-D3 granitoids
post-D3
granitoid
Unit Ucanha- Lamego Sameiro Refoios Braga massif Agrela Celeiros Briteiros Peneda–Geres massif´ ˆ
Vilar do Lima
Braga Gonc¸a Qz-mzd Geres Paufito Carrisˆ
Sample 14B.3 14A.2 ST9.68 5A.2 PL9.88 ST9.85 B9.48 ST9.118 B9.74 ST9.67 G7 G63 M18 F9
Quartz 21.6 21.4 26.6 22.7 26.0 29.3 9.0 26.7 25.6 32.7 33.9 32.5 29.0 31.2
Plagioclase 40.0 41.4 35.7 38.3 33.8 27.3 39.8 34.4 29.7 24.0 33.9 34.5 36.1 35.3
Olig–And Olig–And Olig–And Olig–And Olig–And Olig–And And Olig–And Olig–And Ab–Olig Ab–Olig Ab–Olig Ab–And Ab–Olig
K-feldspar 21.7 15.6 18.1 10.1 24.1 28.7 11.1 23.3 28.6 23.3 25.4 25.8 26.0 27.5
Muscovite 0.5 0.7 1.3 5.5 1.3 7.4 – 1.5 1.0 12.1 0.9 1.3 0.8 0.7
Biotite 14.8 19.6 17.3 21.8 13.0 6.3 20.3 12.6 14.2 7.2 5.5 5.5 7.3 4.9
Amphibole – – – – – – 16.2 – – – – – – –
Cpx – – – – – – 1.5 – – – – – – –
Other 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.6 1.8 1.0 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.4
 .SiO % 65.04 62.96 66.95 62.25 66.34 70.37 54.95 68.40 68.00 72.06 74.80 71.15 71.43 73.492
 .MgO % 1.47 1.87 1.22 1.85 1.14 0.48 5.16 1.08 0.93 0.48 0.27 0.27 0.63 0.29
 .Zr ppm 201 253 261 300 251 158 364 245 299 114 164 155 167 138
 .LarYb 59.4 50.1 34.6 46.7 22.8 51.8 24.9 24.4 27.1 34.3 6.5 4.7 7.9 8.4N
 .  .  .The norms % are estimated from the whole-rock and mineral chemical compositions. LarYb sLarYb normalized ratios normalization values from Evensen et al., 1978 .N
Qz-mzdsquartz monzodiorite from the basic series. Absalbite; Oligsoligoclase; Andsandesine; Cpx sclinopyroxene.
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that occurs as irregular masses in the Geres granite.ˆ
Contacts are gradational between the Paufito and Illa
granites and sharp but lobated between the Geresˆ
granite and the Paufito and Carris granites, therefore
suggesting a sub-synchronous emplacement of all
granites.
All four granitic units contain perthitic K-feldspar
 .dominantly orthoclase in the Geres granite , plagio-ˆ
 .clase albite–oligoclase, more rarely andesine ,
quartz, biotite, ilmenite, zircon and apatite. Certain
minor phases are exclusive of some units, namely
allanite in the Geres granite, primary muscovite inˆ
the Illa granite and magnetite in the Carris granite.
Other accessory minerals were observed, such as
uraninite and thorite in the Paufito and Geres gran-ˆ
ites and xenotime in the Geres granite. Primaryˆ
sphene, hornblende and monazite were found in
some marginal areas of the Geres granite.ˆ
3. Geochemistry
In previous studies whole-rock and mineral chem-
ical data were obtained for the U–Pb dated units.
The whole-rock compositions were determined at the
 .CRPG Nancy, France by ICP–AES for the major
and minor elements and by ICP–MS for the trace
 . elements including rare-earth elements Govin-
.daraju and Mevelle, 1987 . The estimated uncer-
tainty of whole-rock analyses is 0.5% for major
elements and 5–10% for trace elements.
Some relevant whole-rock chemical compositions
of the U–Pb dated samples are presented in Table 1.
Variation diagrams of selected major and trace ele-
ments are presented in Fig. 2 with parameter Feq
MgqTi calculated in milliatom-grams of element
per 100 g of rock and proportional to its mafic
.mineral content as the differentiation index. Fig. 3
shows the chondrite-normalized REE patterns of the
samples chosen for U–Pb dating. These samples are,
in general, the least or one of the less evolved
samples of the respective unit. The granitic typology
indicated for each granite was based on mineralogi-
cal biotite composition, Nachit et al., 1985; Rossi
and Chevremont, 1987; zircon typology, Pupin, 1981,
. 1988 and chemical–mineralogical criteria La Roche
.et al., 1980; Debon and Le Fort, 1983 .
3.1. Syn-D3 biotite granitoids
The syn-D3 granitoids included in this study are
moderately peraluminous granodiorites to monzo-
w  .granites 0-Aly KqNaq2Ca -45; Debon and
xLe Fort, 1983 of calc-alkaline to aluminopotassic
affinity, except for the Refoios do Lima granite that
exhibits typical aluminopotassic characteristics Fig.
.2; Simoes et al., 1997b . They range from 62 to 70%˜
SiO . Both mineral and whole-rock data show that2
all four plutons define separate evolutionary trends.
The whole-rock chemical evolutions are character-
ized by a decrease in Si, Al, Ca, P, Ba, Sr, Zr and La
with the decrease of parameter FeqMgqTi. The
Sameiro pluton is an exception and does not show
significant chemical evolution. Noteworthy charac-
teristics of these granitoids are the rather high Ba
 .content 720–2181 ppm , high LREE enrichment
w . xLarYb s 25–67 and moderate negative EuN
 . anomalies EurEu)s0.52–0.72 Table 1, Figs. 2
.and 3; Simoes et al., 1997a .˜
3.2. Late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids
The three units of the Braga massif Braga gran-
.ite, Gonc¸a granite and basic to intermediate series
display a wide compositional range from gabbroic to
 .granitic SiO s48.5–71%; MgOs10.8–0.6% and2
 .a subalkaline monzonitic affinity. The basic to
intermediate series is dominantly metaluminous, the
Braga granite reveals a slightly peraluminous charac-
ter and the Gonc¸a granite is typically peraluminous
w  . x  .y102-Aly KqNaq2Ca -52 Fig. 2 . On
bivariate plots as Fig. 2 the three units define regular
curves in which, with the decrease of FeqMgqTi,
the elements Si, K and Rb show an incompatible
behaviour, Ca and Sr are compatible, whereas Ti,
Ba, Zr, Y and REE show a two-step evolution from
an incompatible to a compatible behaviour. Of the
two granitic units, the Gonc¸a leucogranite presents
lower content of incompatible elements such as Ti,
Zr, Y and HREE and steeper REE patterns
w . x  .LarYb : 33–66 Table 1, Fig. 3 . The regularN
curve distribution suggests that the different units
can be genetically related. In fact, Sr–Nd isotopic
data are conformable with this massif being the
result of an AFC process between a mantle-derived
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Fig. 2. Variation diagrams of Ba, Sr and A vs. B for the studied granitoids chemical–mineralogical parameters A and B are in millications;
.B is proportional to the mafic content of the rock; Debon and Le Fort, 1983 .
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Fig. 3. Chondrite-normalized REE patterns of the U–Pb dated
samples REE normalization values are those of Evensen et al.
 . .  .1978 for C1 chondrites . Syn-D3 biotite granitoids: U
 .  .  .Ucanha-Vilar, L Lamego, S Sameiro, R Refoios do Lima;
 .  .late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids: Q quartz monzodiorite, B
 .  .  .Braga, G Gonc¸a, A Agrela, C Celeiros; late- to post-D3´
 .  .  .granitoids: Br Briteiros; post-D3 granitoids: G Geres, Pˆ
 .Paufito, C Carris; D3: last ductile deformation phase.
 .magma equivalent to the gabbroic term and a
 . crust-derived magma the Gonc¸a granite Dias and
.Leterrier, 1994 .
The Agrela granite is identical to the Braga gran-
 .ite in both chemical Figs. 2 and 3 and isotopic
 .composition Dias and Leterrier, 1993 . The geo-
chemical data indicate that these granites have no
compositional relation with the Celeiros granite. This´
w granitoid is slightly peraluminous 10-Aly Kq
. xNaq2Ca -34 with an aluminopotassic affinity
 .Fig. 2 . A large and well defined internal
chemical–mineralogical evolution is observed in this
granite. With the decrease of parameter FeqMgq
Ti, Si increases and Al, Ca, Ba, Sr, Zr, Y, REE
 .decrease Dias et al., 1992 .
3.3. Late- to post-D3 granitoids
The two-mica Briteiros granite is an evolved pera-
w  . xluminous granite 51-Aly KqNaq2Ca -66
 .with an aluminopotassic affinity Fig. 2 . The SiO2
content ranges between 70 and 73%. It presents steep
w . xREE patterns LarYb s14–35 and the total REEN
concentrations are lower than in the other granites
 .  .REEs58–133 ppm Fig. 3 . A discrete internal
compositional evolution is observed, marked by the
increase in Si and Rb and decrease in Al, Ca, Ba, Sr,
Zr, REE with the decrease in mafic content Dias et
.al., 1992 .
3.4. Post-D3 granitoids
The four units that constitute the post-D3
Peneda–Geres massif are slightly metaluminous toˆ
w peraluminous monzogranites y4-Aly KqNa
. xq2Ca -40 of subalkaline ferro-potassic affinity
 .  .Fig. 2 Mendes and Dias, 1996 . Collectively they
 .have evolved compositions Fig. 2 with SiO con-2
tents that are notably high in the Geres graniteˆ
74–76.5%, with the exception of two samples with
.71–72% and range from 71 to 73% in the Paufito
granite, 73–75% in the Illa granite and 73–74% in
the Carris granite. These granites present compara-
w .tively less steep REE patterns LarYb s2.3–11.6;N
 . x LarSm s1.6–3.7 , higher HREE content 13.8–N
.41.9 and significant negative Eu anomalies
 .  .EurEu)-0.5 Fig. 3 . The geochemical data in-
dicate that the Geres granite has no compositionalˆ
relation with the other three units, whereas the two
 .innermost units Paufito and Illa granites show a
compositional and evolutionary continuity with the
Paufito granite as the most primitive term. The Car-
ris granite is compositionally identical to the Paufito
 .granite Fig. 1 and probably represents batches of
the same magma surrounded by the magma that
originated the Geres granite. Internal chemical–ˆ
mineralogical evolutions are observed in the Geresˆ
and Paufito–Illa granites. With the decrease of the
parameter FeqMgqTi, SiO increases and REE,2
LarYb, Zr and Th decrease. Additionally, in the
Paufito–Illa series there is a decrease of Ca, Ba and
Sr and an increase in K, Rb and negative Eu anomaly.
4. U–Pb geochronology
4.1. Analytical methods
Conventional U–Pb analysis of multi-grain zircon
 .andror monazite fractions 30 to 100 grains were
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carried out on a total of 14 samples from a quartz
monzodiorite and granitic rocks. After crushing,
minerals were separated using heavy liquids, mag-
netic separation and handpicking. For each sample
three or four non-magnetic zircon fractions and one
 .monazite fraction when occurring were selected,
except for two samples where only a monazite frac-
tion was selected. The handpicked grains were
limpid, free of opaque inclusions and fractures. The
selection of zircon fractions was based on size,
morphology and colour. Some of these fractions
 .were abraded as described by Krogh 1982 to mini-
mize the effects of Pb loss. Polished epoxy mounts
of fractions similar to those analysed were observed
by backscattered scanning electron microscopy
 .BSEM .
The chemical separation of U and Pb was per-
 .formed using methods adapted from Krogh 1973
 .and Parrish et al. 1987 and included: HNO 3 N3
washing; HFqHNO digestion at 2408C and HCl 33
N dissolution of fluorides at 1808C in bomb; elution
on anionic resin of two aliquots one with addition of
235 208 .a mixed U– Pb spike . Common lead blanks
varied from 26 to 94 pg during this study. Isotopic
measurements were done with a Cameca TSN 206
and a Finnigan MAT 262 mass spectrometers. The
mass fractionation was estimated by systematic anal-
ysis of NBS 983 standard. Common lead corrections
combine measured blanks and model of lead evolu-
 .tion of Stacey and Kramers 1975 . Discordia line
 .intercepts and associated errors 2s were calculated
 .using the Isoplot program Ludwig, 1987 in a sim-
 .plified Macintosh version Nemchin et al., 1994 . All
age determinations were calculated using the decay
constants recommended by the IUGS Subcommis-
 .sion on Geochronology Steiger and Jager, 1977 .¨
4.2. Results
For each granitoid group a description of zircon
and monazite fractions in terms of shape, colour and
internal structure is presented, followed by the age
data. Isotopic data are listed in Table 2 together with
 .the main zircon subtypes Pupin, 1980 in each
sample, when such information is available. The
ages have been calculated considering the analytical
uncertainties except in the case of the Sameiro and
Carris granites, whose zircon fractions define reverse
discordia, and for the Lamego granite, which has a
very unprecise zircon fraction. For these three gran-
ites errors of 1% and a correlation coefficient of 0.98
were used. Data ages were plotted on conventional
 .U–Pb concordia diagrams Figs. 4–6 . As will be
evidenced further in the text, zircon and subconcor-
dant monazite fractions from the same sample yield
similar ages. Moreover, a good concordance exists
between zircon and zirconqmonazite ages, the lat-
ter yielding greater age precision. For these reasons,
age results presented in Figs. 4–6 were calculated
associating both mineral fractions in the cases where
both minerals of a sample were analysed.
4.2.1. Syn-D3 biotite granitoids
For the U–Pb isotope analysis of the syn-D3
plutons one sample of each granitoid was selected.
The zircon fractions were selected according to the
morphology and lengthrwidth ratio of the zircons.
All the zircons were transparent and colourless or
slightly yellow. Different habits have been recog-
 . nized: spherical multifaceted diamond shape 50–
.  .100 mm , short prismatic 100–150 mm , long pris-
 .  .matic 150–200 mm to acicular )200 mm , lamel-
 .  .lar 100–150 mm and flat prismatic ca. 150 mm .
With the exception of the long prismatic to acicular
zircons, all the fractions were subjected to air abra-
sion. BSEM imaging of the zircons show typical
magmatic internal structures with zoning and nebu-
litic textures. Some zircons have internal structures
with rounded pyramidal terminations, indicating dif-
ferent growth stages during magmatic crystallization.
In the Sameiro granite, zircons with relict cores were
observed.
According to their typological distribution Pupin,
.1980 , the zircons of the selected granites are domi-
nantly of subtypes S2, S3, S7 and S8 for the
Ucanha-Vilar granite, S3, S7, S8 and S18 for the
Lamego granite, S8, S12 and S13 for the Sameiro
granite, and S7, S11 and S12 for the Refoios do
Lima granite. They show typological evolutionary
 .trends Pupin, 1988 that indicate a calc-alkaline
nature for the Ucanha-Vilar, Lamego and Sameiro
granites, and a crustal or dominantly crustal origin
for the Refoios do Lima granite Simoes et al.,˜
.1997b .
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 .U–Pb isotopic data on zircon and monazite from syn- to post-D3 Hercynian granitoids Northern Portugal
206 204 206 238 207 235 207 206  .  .  .Granitoid Fraction Weight U Pb) Pbr Pb Pb)r U Pb)r U Pb)r Pb) Age Ma Age Ma Age Ma
206 238 207 235 207 206  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .dominant crystal habit mg ppm ppm 2s 2s, % 2s, % 2s, % Pb)r U Pb)r U Pb)r Pb)
 .  .  .zircon 2s 2s 2s
.subtypes
Syn-D3 granitoids
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ucanha-Vilar 14B.3rA Z 0.73 1975.4 90.2 1828 11 0.04756 0.12 0.34546 0.31 0.05268 0.20 299.5 0.3 301.3 0.8 315 3
 .  .S2, S3, S7, S8 long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14B.3rB Z 0.65 1915.5 89.3 1907 12 0.04793 0.11 0.34824 0.33 0.05269 0.24 301.8 0.3 303.4 0.9 316 4
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14B.3rC Z 0.87 2139.5 95.7 1822 13 0.04645 0.10 0.33737 0.31 0.05267 0.22 292.7 0.3 295.2 0.8 315 3
 .lamellar
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14B.3rD Z 0.18 2248.1 91.5 1437 9 0.04265 0.09 0.30986 0.33 0.05269 0.25 269.3 0.2 274.1 0.8 315 6
 .acicular
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14B.3 Mz 1.15 1515.3 664.7 4235 8 0.05047 0.79 0.36616 0.89 0.05262 0.10 317.4 2.5 316.8 2.4 312 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Lamego 14A.2rA Z 0.07 1366.5 45.1 1167 3 0.03091 0.33 0.22486 0.47 0.05276 0.15 196.3 0.6 205.9 0.9 318 2
 .  .S3, S7, S8, S18 long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14A.2rB Z 0.37 962.2 43.5 2763 23 0.04585 0.19 0.33319 1.57 0.05271 1.39 289.0 0.5 292.0 4.0 316 27
 .flat p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .14A.2rC Z 0.27 919.5 45.0 1715 5 0.05020 0.07 0.36558 0.23 0.05282 0.16 315.7 0.2 316.4 0.6 321 3
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Sameiro ST9.68rB Z 0.13 685.5 41.4 3208 8 0.05643 0.20 0.47863 0.29 0.06152 0.09 353.9 0.7 397.1 0.9 657 1
 .  .S8, S12, S13 short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.68rC Z 0.30 1107.9 60.9 4013 4 0.05449 0.06 0.44506 0.14 0.05924 0.09 342.0 0.2 373.8 0.5 576 2
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.68rD Z 0.09 947.5 46.9 1544 2 0.05043 0.06 0.37188 0.20 0.05349 0.15 317.1 0.2 321.0 0.6 349 3
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.68 Mz 0.56 2714.0 553.6 3688 8 0.05055 0.73 0.36708 0.85 0.05266 0.12 317.9 2.3 317.5 2.3 314 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Refoios do Lima 5A.2rA Z 0.19 717.4 36.0 1989 8 0.04541 0.24 0.33032 0.50 0.05275 0.27 286.3 0.7 289.8 1.3 318 4
 .  .S7, S12, S11 acicular
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5A.2rB Z 0.20 814.6 37.3 2090 13 0.04514 0.10 0.32819 0.36 0.05273 0.27 284.6 0.3 288.2 0.9 318 5
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5A.2rE Z 0.15 808.0 36.8 1438 2 0.04708 0.05 0.34244 0.17 0.05275 0.12 296.6 0.2 299.0 0.4 318 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .5A.2 Mz 0.48 4353.9 822.2 6596 13 0.05057 0.87 0.36700 0.97 0.05264 0.10 318.0 2.7 317.4 2.7 313 2
Late-D3 granitoids
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Braga PL9.88r1 Z 0.10 692.6 35.7 982 1 0.04346 0.19 0.31489 0.49 0.05255 0.31 274.2 0.5 278.0 1.2 309 9
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .PL9.88r2 Z 0.14 701.1 31.5 2106 2 0.04496 0.13 0.32619 0.27 0.05262 0.13 283.5 0.4 286.7 0.7 313 4
 .long p.
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 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .PL9.88r3 Z 0.07 1172.9 50.7 2769 3 0.04346 0.17 0.31500 0.31 0.05257 0.14 274.2 0.4 278.1 0.8 310 3
 .flat p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .PL9.88 Mz 0.12 3610.5 1282.8 2982 8 0.05126 1.14 0.37117 1.29 0.05252 0.15 322.2 3.6 320.5 3.5 308 4
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Quartz B9.48r1 Z 0.29 1283.3 61.5 2215 2 0.04424 0.27 0.32030 0.37 0.05251 0.10 279.1 0.7 282.1 0.9 307 4
 .monzodiorite spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.48r2 Z 0.58 685.3 39.1 6219 5 0.04597 0.14 0.33309 0.23 0.05255 0.09 289.7 0.4 291.9 0.6 310 2
 .fragments
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.48r3 Z 0.18 464.2 28.3 1125 2 0.04832 0.17 0.35002 0.37 0.05253 0.21 304.2 0.5 304.7 1.0 309 4
 .fragments
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Gonc¸a ST9.85r1 Z 0.14 496.5 25.3 703 2 0.05213 0.13 0.43164 0.34 0.06005 0.23 327.6 0.4 364.3 1.1 605 8
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.85r2 Z 0.02 1919.5 81.4 426 0.5 0.04319 0.11 0.31278 0.39 0.05253 0.30 272.6 0.3 276.3 0.9 308 7
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.85r3 Z 0.03 2909.2 123.9 399 1 0.04489 0.35 0.32524 0.70 0.05255 0.38 283.1 1.0 285.9 1.7 309 11
 .flat p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.85r4 Z 0.07 1066.9 48.2 1054 3 0.04644 0.08 0.33660 0.22 0.05257 0.15 292.6 0.2 294.6 0.6 310 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.85 Mz 0.28 5578.2 1306.0 6359 19 0.05021 2.93 0.36375 3.10 0.05254 0.18 315.8 9.0 315 8.4 309 4
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Agrela ST9.118r1 Z 0.21 740.1 40.4 2928 8 0.05465 0.20 0.43567 0.36 0.05782 0.16 343.0 0.7 367.2 1.1 525 4
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.118r2 Z 0.04 2106.3 90.7 891 2 0.04423 0.09 0.31988 0.30 0.05245 0.21 279.0 0.3 281.8 0.7 305 5
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.118r3 Z 0.08 1380.3 55.0 1206 8 0.04165 0.19 0.30068 0.49 0.05236 0.33 263.1 0.5 266.9 1.2 304 8
 .flat p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.118r4 Z 0.14 786.2 38.7 764 0.6 0.04822 0.14 0.34914 0.31 0.05252 0.17 303.6 0.4 304.1 0.8 308 4
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .ST9.118 Mz 0.12 4084.3 1483.6 3764 19 0.04978 1.66 0.36016 1.85 0.05247 0.19 313.2 5.1 312.3 5.0 306 4
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Celeiros B9.74r1 Z 0.26 584.8 28.4 3464 8 0.04929 0.10 0.38966 0.22 0.05734 0.12 310.2 0.3 334.1 1.0 504 4´
 .spherical
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.74r2 Z 0.10 892.9 40.2 1811 2 0.04599 0.10 0.33291 0.27 0.05250 0.17 289.9 0.3 291.8 0.7 307 4
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.74r3 Z 0.16 847.4 39.6 1377 2 0.04427 0.19 0.32048 0.38 0.05250 0.19 279.2 0.5 282.3 0.9 310 7
 .flat p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.74r4 Z 0.03 1847.3 83.2 633 0.7 0.04584 0.15 0.33174 0.40 0.05249 0.26 288.9 0.4 290.9 1.0 307 5
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .B9.74 Mz 0.36 2983.2 1141.0 4721 13 0.05082 1.49 0.36763 1.62 0.05247 0.13 319.5 4.6 317.9 4.4 306 4
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 .Table 2 continued
206 204 206 238 207 235 207 206  .  .  .Granitoid Fraction Weight U Pb) Pbr Pb Pb)r U Pb)r U Pb)r Pb) Age Ma Age Ma Age Ma
206 238 207 235 207 206  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .dominant crystal habit mg ppm ppm 2s 2s, % 2s, % 2s, % Pb)r U Pb)r U Pb)r Pb)
 .  .  .zircon 2s 2s 2s
.subtypes
Late- to post-D3 granitoids
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Briteiros ST9.67 Mz 0.06 5696.6 683.8 3357 12 0.04756 0.29 0.34374 0.42 0.05242 0.13 299.5 0.9 300.0 1.1 304 3
Post-D3 granitoids
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Paufito M18.tr.1 Z 0.65 963.4 41.2 4484 15 0.04405 0.68 0.31654 0.78 0.05212 0.10 277.9 1.9 280.0 1.9 291 2
 .  .S25, S20, S15 short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .M18.tr.2 Z 0.11 1856.6 75.9 2762 9 0.03743 0.11 0.26944 0.25 0.05221 0.15 236.9 0.2 242.2 0.5 294 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .M18.tr.3 Z 0.24 1106.8 48.2 678 0.7 0.04373 0.09 0.31442 0.24 0.05215 0.16 275.9 0.2 277.6 0.6 292 4
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .M18.pr Z 0.07 2094.7 84.0 778 2 0.04110 0.15 0.29541 0.37 0.05213 0.23 259.6 0.4 262.8 0.9 291 3
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Carris F9.tr.1 Z 0.33 1066.7 55.9 3604 8 0.05348 0.44 0.43003 0.55 0.05832 0.11 335.8 1.5 363.2 1.7 542 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .F9.tr.2 Z 0.15 848.4 44.0 1452 5 0.05251 0.26 0.41687 0.43 0.05758 0.18 329.9 0.8 353.8 1.3 515 4
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .F9.pr Z 0.09 1162.5 56.8 516 0.8 0.04649 0.15 0.34493 0.43 0.05381 0.29 292.9 0.4 300.9 1.1 363 9
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .F9.tr.3 Z 0.29 1984.4 96.2 1143 0.8 0.04936 0.12 0.3773 0.25 0.05544 0.13 310.6 0.4 325.1 0.7 430 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Geres G7.tr.1 Z 0.11 1435.1 65.5 160 0.1 0.03866 0.20 0.27857 0.70 0.05225 0.54 244.5 0.5 249.5 1.6 297 11ˆ
  .S25, S20, short p.
.P3, P2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .G7.tr.2 Z 0.08 1703.3 82.9 1195 1 0.04170 0.12 0.30065 0.25 0.05228 0.13 263.4 0.3 266.9 0.6 298 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .G7.pr Z 0.17 1323.3 63.2 311 0.2 0.04015 0.11 0.28934 0.45 0.05227 0.36 253.7 0.3 258.0 1.0 297 4
 .long p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .G7.tr.3 Z 0.14 1724 77.4 926 1 0.04501 0.11 0.32432 0.33 0.05226 0.23 283.8 0.3 285.2 0.8 296 3
 .short p.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .G63 Mz 0.46 2432.1 672.1 5980 47 0.04701 0.79 0.33850 0.95 0.05222 0.17 296.1 2.3 296.0 2.4 295 4
 .  .  .Zircon sub-types after Pupin 1980 . Uncertainties on calculated isotopic ratios in % are corrected for blanks and initial common Pb Stacey and Kramers, 1975 .
Zszircon; Mzsmonazite; psprismatic; Pb)s radiogenic lead.
( )G. Dias et al.rLithos 45 1998 349–369 361
Fig. 4. Conventional concordia diagrams for zircon and monazite fractions from syn-D3 biotite granitoids.
4.2.1.1. Ucanha-Vilar granite. Four zircon fractions
and one monazite fraction were analysed. The mon-
azite is slightly reversely discordant y1.76% dis-
. 207 235cordancy giving a Pbr U age of 317"3 Ma.
The four zircon fractions define a direct discordia
 .MSWDs3.6 with an upper intercept at 315"5
Ma. The good concordance of monazite and zircon
ages enables us to associate the two minerals which
 .define a good alignment MSWDs0.3 with an
 .upper intercept at 313"2 Ma Fig. 4 .
4.2.1.2. Lamego granite. Three zircon fractions were
analysed and the data points define a normal discor-
dia whose upper intercept with the concordia is at
 .  .319"4 Ma MSWDs2.1 Fig. 4 . This age, well
207 206  .constrained by the Pbr Pb age 321"3 Ma of
the most concordant fraction 14A.2rC, 1.68% dis-
.cordancy , can be considered as the crystallization
age of the granite.
4.2.1.3. Sameiro granite. Three zircon fractions and
one monazite fraction were analysed. The monazite
fraction is slightly reversely disconcordant y1.27%
. 207 235discordancy with a Pbr U age of 318"2 Ma.
The zircon fractions define a reverse discordia
 .MSWDs8.3 with a lower intercept at 314"4 Ma
and an upper intercept at 1932"126 Ma. All con-
sidered monazite and zircon fractions define a re-
 .verse discordia MSWDs1.7 with a lower inter-
cept at 316"2 Ma upper intercept at 2006"110
.Ma , similar to the above monazite and zircon ages
 .Fig. 4 . It may therefore be assumed as the emplace-
ment age of the Sameiro granite. The reverse discor-
dia is interpreted as indicating the existence of inher-
ited lead, which is confirmed by the observation of
inherited cores by BSEM imagery.
4.2.1.4. Refoios do Lima granite. Three zircon frac-
tions and one monazite fraction were analysed. The
( )G. Dias et al.rLithos 45 1998 349–369362
Fig. 5. Conventional concordia diagrams for zircon and monazite fractions from late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids.
monazite fraction is almost concordant y1.62%
. 207 235discordancy yielding a Pbr U age of 317"3
Ma, whereas the zircon fractions define a poorly
 .aligned normal discordia MSWDs5.8 with an
upper intercept at 319"13 Ma. Together, monazite
and zircon fractions are well aligned along a normal
 .discordia MSWDs0.6 with an upper intercept at
 .314"2 Ma Fig. 4 .
( )G. Dias et al.rLithos 45 1998 349–369 363
Fig. 6. Conventional concordia diagrams for zircon fractions from the post-D3 granitoids that constitute the Peneda–Geres massif.ˆ
4.2.2. Late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids
Three zircon fractions from the Braga granite
 .sample PL9.88 and four zircon fractions per sample
from Gonc¸a, Agrela and Celeiros granites samples´
.ST9.85, ST9.118 and B9.74, respectively were anal-
ysed. Four different populations of zircon have been
recognized in all granitic samples.
 .i Spherical, euhedral and multifaceted zircons.
They are limpid, colourless to pale pink or yellow,
being however less frequent in the Celeiros granite.´
 .Subhedral sometimes partially corroded to rounded
cores are often recognized, surrounded by finely
zoned rims.
 . ii Short prismatic zircons 1:2 to 1:3 shape
.ratios . They are abundant, transparent to slightly
translucent, colourless or pale pinkryellow and often
fractured. BSEM images show a clear growth discon-
tinuity between a partially resorbed inner zone with a
nebulitic, faint zoning, and a finely zoned outer
zone. These structures are interpreted as magmatic,
probably developed in two crystallization steps and
revealing some desequilibrium between the early
generation and the liquid.
 . iii Long prismatic to acicular zircons 1:7 to
.1:10 shape ratios . They are abundant, limpid and
colourless, showing a regular fine magmatic zoning,
more nebulitic in the centre of each crystal.
 .iv Flat prismatic zircons. They are not common,
very limpid, colourless and sometimes corroded.
BSEM images reveal homogenous crystals devoid of
cores and show a faintly zoned dominantly nebulitic
internal structure.
From the same granitic samples a total of four
monazite fractions were separated. They are com-
prised of euhedral, short prismatic, limpid and pale
yellow crystals.
( )G. Dias et al.rLithos 45 1998 349–369364
 .In the quartz monzodiorite sample B9.48 from
the Braga massif two zircon populations have been
 .recognized: i multifaceted and spherical, limpid
 .and colourless to pale pink zircons; ii abundant
fragments of prismatic and flat prismatic pink zir-
cons, strongly fractured. In BSEM imagery all the
observed grains are devoid of cores, unzoned or with
 .a weakly zoned border mainly in population ii .
Sometimes a sector-zoned internal structure is ob-
 .served in population i .
It must be noted that the multifaceted spherical
zircons from Gonc¸a, Agrela and Celeiros granites are´
largely discordant with 207Pbr206 Pb ages greater than
500 Ma. Such discordancy can be interpreted as
reflecting the presence in these zircon fractions of
inherited lead. This indicates that some of the cores
observed by BSEM imagery are inherited. For this
reason these fractions were not taken into account
for the age calculations.
4.2.2.1. Braga massif. The three zircon fractions of
each of the two granite units Braga and Gonc¸a
.granites define poorly aligned normal discordias
 .MSWDs3.6 and 8.5, respectively with upper in-
tercepts at 310"15 Ma for the Braga granite and
312"10 Ma for the Gonc¸a granite. The monazite
fractions of the Braga and Gonc¸a granites are re-
versely discordant y4.53 and y2.21% discor-
.dancy, respectively . For each unit the association of
zircon and monazite fractions yield well aligned
normal discordias whose upper intercepts with the
 .concordia curve are: 309"3 Ma MSWDs1.1 for
 .the Braga granite and 309"1 Ma MSWDs0.2
 .for the Gonc¸a granite Fig. 5 .
The upper intercept of the normal discordia line
that best fits all the quartz monzodiorite zircon frac-
 .  .tions is at 311"5 Ma MSWDs0.9 Fig. 5 . The
fraction B9.48r3 fragments of prismatic and flat
.prismatic pink zircons provides a slightly normal
 . 207 206discordancy 1.62% and yields a Pbr Pb age of
309"4 Ma which comforts the discordia age.
4.2.2.2. Agrela granite. The zircon fractions define a
normal discordia with an upper intercept at 309"5
 .Ma MSWDs9.7 . Although unprecise, this age is
ensured by the 207Pbr206 Pb age of 308"4 Ma of
 .the almost concordant 1.50% discordancy short
 .prismatic fraction ST9.118r4 . The monazite frac-
 .tion is reversely discordant y2.35% discordancy .
The zircon and monazite fractions reveal a good
 .alignment MSWDs0.6 , defining a normal discor-
dia line that intercepts the concordia at 307"3.5 Ma
 .  .upper intercept Fig. 5 .
4.2.2.3. Celeiros granite. Zircon U–Pb data plot very´
close together and define a normal discordia whose
upper intercept indicates the unprecise age of 307"
 .12 Ma MSWDs4.8 . The monazite fraction is
 .reversely discordant y4.34% discordancy . Its as-
sociation with the zircon fractions yields a better-fit
 .normal discordia line MSWDs3.8 with an upper
 .intercept at 306"2 Ma Fig. 5 .
4.2.3. Late- to post-D3 granitoids
Due to the rarity of zircons in the Briteiros two-
mica granite, only an euhedral round-shaped mon-
azite fraction has been analysed. It is almost concor-
 . 207 235dant 1.54% discordancy and yields a Pbr U
age of 300"1 Ma. This value is considered as the
crystallization age of the granite and agrees with
geological data for this granitoid group which cross-
cuts the two previous syn- and late-D3 granitoids.
4.2.4. Post-D3 granitoids
U–Pb geochronology was undertaken for three of
the four granites that constitute the Peneda–Geresˆ
massif, the Paufito, Geres and Carris granites. Forˆ
each granite one sample was selected from which
four zircon fractions per sample were obtained. For
the Geres granite an additional sample was used andˆ
one monazite fraction was obtained.
In all three granites the great majority of the good
quality zircons had a short prismatic form
 .lengthrwidth ratio of 1.5–2 , therefore only one of
the four zircon fractions corresponds to long pris-
matic zircons. Some of the selected zircons were
colourless and clear. Such was the case of the long
prismatic fractions and the short prismatic fractions
not subjected to air abrasion. The other short pris-
matic zircons had a very light yellow colour corre-
sponding to a fine late overgrowth that was at least
partially discarded during the air abrasion process.
BSEM imaging showed that the zircons contained a
zoned internal structure and that inherited cores were
successfully avoided during handpicking, except in
the case of the Carris granite where almost impercep-
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tible inherited cores were present. The monazite
fraction was comprised of yellow translucent grains
and fragments.
The zircons of the analysed granites are domi-
nantly of subtypes corresponding to the right-half of
 .the zircon typological diagram Pupin, 1980 and
 .define typological evolutionary trends Pupin, 1988
that are typical of subalkaline granites, going from
subtypes S24, S25 to subtypes S4, S5, P1 and G1
 .Mendes et al., 1997 .
4.2.4.1. Geres granite. The four zircon fractionsˆ
 . sample G7 scatter along a single chord MSWDs
.3.6 with an upper intercept of the concordia at
 .297"7 Ma Fig. 6 . The analysed monazite fraction
 . sample G63 is almost concordant y0.40% discor-
. 207 235dancy and provided a Pbr U age of 296"2
Ma. This age, which is very close to the zircon age
and more precise, can be accepted as the crystalliza-
tion age of this granite.
4.2.4.2. Paufito granite. The four zircon data points
define a normal discordia that intersects concordia at
 .  .290"2.5 Ma MSWDs0.2 Fig. 6 . The less dis-
cordant fractions correspond to the clear short prism
 .fraction 4.60% discordancy and the overgrowth-
bearing short prism fraction abraded during longer
 .period of time 5.63% discordancy .
4.2.4.3. Carris granite. All four zircon fractions
 .define a reverse discordia MSWDs1.5 that inter-
sects concordia at 280"5 Ma and 1222"72 Ma
 .Fig. 6 . The lower intercept age represents a mini-
mum crystallization age for the granite whereas the
upper intercept age reflects the age or ages of the
inherited component. The existence of an inherited
component was confirmed by BSEM observations
that revealed a less evidence of inherited cores in the
long prismatic zircons.
5. Discussion and conclusions
Four granitic plutons representing the Hercynian
 .syn-D3 granitoid group were dated Fig. 7 . The
monazite ages obtained for the Ucanha-Vilar,
Sameiro and Refoios do Lima granites are identical
317"3 Ma, 318"2 Ma and 317"3 Ma, respec-
.tively and close to the corresponding zircon ages
315"5 Ma, 314"4 Ma and 319"13 Ma, respec-
.tively . The calculated U–Pb zircon or zirconq
monazite ages are interpreted as crystallization ages:
313"2 Ma for the Ucanha-Vilar pluton, 319"4
Ma for the Lamego pluton, 316"2 Ma for the
Sameiro pluton and 314"2 Ma for the Refoios do
Lima pluton. Considering the uncertainties, the nar-
row range between 313 and 319 Ma can therefore be
interpreted as representing an almost synchronous
emplacement of the different plutons, early syn-D3,
in agreement with geological data. This age range
conforms with the NamurianrWestphalian age group
 .  .315"3 Ma of Pinto 1985 , in a time scale pro-
posed by the author for Portuguese granitoids, based
on Rb–Sr and K–Ar isotopic data. K–Ar biotite ages
are available for the Ucanha-Vilar pluton and are of
294"6 Ma, 306"6 Ma and 294"5 Ma Ferreira
.et al., 1987b . The discordance between U–Pb and
 .K–Ar ages 8–20 Ma suggests that this granite
underwent cooling or reheating up to 294 Ma.
For the three units of the late-D3 Braga massif
Braga granite, associated quartz monzodiorite and
.Gonc¸a granite almost equivalent zircon ages were
obtained 310"15 Ma, 311"5 Ma and 312"10
.Ma, respectively . Greater age precision is obtained
for the Braga and Gonc¸a granites when zircon and
monazite fractions are associated: 309"3 Ma for
the Braga granite, 309"1 Ma for the Gonc¸a granite
 .Fig. 7 . The very narrow range of 309–311 Ma is in
agreement with geological interpretation late-D3
.emplacement and with the coeval emplacement of
the three units. These ages are concordant with the
Rb–Sr whole-rock age of 310"10 Ma MSWDs
.0.2 obtained for the Braga granite in a previous
 .study Dias and Leterrier, 1994 .
The Agrela and Celeiros late-D3 granites have´
identical zircon 309"5 Ma and 307"12 Ma, re-
. spectively and zirconqmonazite U–Pb ages 307
.  ."3.5 Ma and 306"2 Ma, respectively Fig. 7 ,
being the latter considered as the crystallization age
of these granitoids. In a previous study Dias and
 .Leterrier 1993 obtained Rb–Sr whole-rock ages of
 .307"10 Ma MSWDs2.2 for the Agrela granite
 .and 308"6 Ma MSWDs0.7 for the Celeiros´
granite. These values agree with the new U–Pb
determinations which are more precise and in accor-
dance with the proposed synchronous emplacement
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 .Fig. 7. Summary of U–Pb zirconrmonazite data of syn- to post-D3 Hercynian granitoids CIZ, Northern Portugal .
of both units. The above U–Pb ages are not signifi-
cantly younger than the Braga massif age, when
 .considering the analytical errors Fig. 7 . In fact
these three plutons are spatially associated and are
considered coeval. Consequently, the age range of
about 306–311 Ma can be considered as the age of
the late-D3 plutonism in the studied area.
The late- to post-D3 plutonic event is marked by
the emplacement of the Briteiros granite which
crosscuts granitoids from the two previous groups.
The crystallization age of monazite at 300"1 Ma is
a good age information for this event. For Por-
 .tuguese granitoids, Pinto 1985 establishes a West-
 .phalian age group 305"5 Ma that includes the age
range of 300–311 Ma proposed in this study for late-
and late- to post-D3 granitoid magmatism.
 .The post-D3 syn-D4 granitoids dated in this
study were three of the four granite units that consti-
tute the Peneda–Geres pluton. Zircon and monaziteˆ
age data of the Geres granite indicate a crystalliza-ˆ
tion age of 297"7 Ma and 296"2 Ma, respec-
tively. Zircon data yielded a crystallization age of
290"2.5 Ma for the Paufito granite and a minimum
emplacement age of 280"5 Ma for the Carris gran-
 .ite Fig. 7 . Field relations indicate that all four
granites of the Peneda–Geres massif are subcontem-ˆ
poraneous. The age difference between the Geresˆ
and Paufito granites seems to indicate that the geo-
chemically distinct Geres granite represents a firstˆ
magmatic pulse that was immediately followed by
the intrusion of the magma that originated the other
 .granites. The Stephanian age group 290"5 Ma
 .defined by Pinto 1985 includes the 290–296 Ma
range established for the studied post-D3 granitoids.
For the Peneda–Geres pluton other age interpreta-ˆ
tions are available from Rb–Sr whole-rock data. The
ages obtained for the Geres granite were 287"4 Maˆ
 .  .MSWDs0.3 Priem et al., 1984 , 293"8 Ma
 .  .MSWDs0.45 Neiva, 1993a,b and 296"6 Ma
 .  .MSWDs0.08 Mendes et al., in preparation .
These are similar to the zircon and monazite U–Pb
ages, taking into account the ages and respective
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errors. For the Carris granite the only Rb–Sr age
 . available is of 302"4 Ma MSWDs1.16 Neiva,
.1993b . For the Paufito and Illa granites a good
 .quality isochron of 292"6 Ma MSWDs0.26
 .Mendes et al., in preparation was obtained and
tends to confirm the slightly younger crystallization
age of the Paufito and Illa granites relatively to the
surrounding Geres granite.ˆ
The granitoids emplaced during the post-colli-
sional stage of the Hercynian orogeny syn- to post-
.D3, the last ductile deformation phase are predomi-
nant in the CIZ. They show variable petrographic
and compositional characteristics, the biotite-domi-
nant granitoids being the most abundant. The follow-
ing chronology is proposed for these syn- to post-
tectonic granitoids, based on the U–Pb isotope data
 .presented in this study Fig. 7 :
 .1 Syn-D3 biotite granitoids, 313–319 Ma. Their
chemical and Sr–Nd isotopic data reveal calc-al-
kaline and aluminopotassic affinities, with hybrid
 .interaction of mantle and crust magmas and deep
anatectic genesis Simoes et al., 1997b; study in˜
.progress .
 .2 Late-D3 biotite-dominant granitoids, 306–311
Ma. On the basis of chemical and Sr–Nd isotopic
studies, these granites are related to subalkaline
 .monzonitic and aluminopotassic series, being origi-
nated by hybrid and anatectic processes, respectively
Dias et al., 1992; Dias and Leterrier, 1993, 1994;
.study in progress .
 .3 Late- to post-D3 granitoids, around 300 Ma.
They are aluminopotassic and strongly peraluminous
granitoids of upper crust anatectic origin Dias et al.,
.1992 .
 .4 Post-D3 granitoids, 290–296 Ma. They pre-
sent a subalkaline ferro-potassic affinity and origi-
nate essentially by hybridization mechanisms involv-
ing alkaline and calc-alkaline magmas Mendes et
.al., 1997; study in progress .
These chronological data indicate that the major
post-collisional granitic intrusions of the CIZ in
Northern Portugal were emplaced within a rather
 .narrow time span ca. 300–320 Ma which corre-
sponds to the time interval of the last regional ductile
 .deformation phase D3 . For the two-mica S. Ovıdio´
 .granite Northern Portugal , emplaced after the D2
and before the D3 deformation phases, an emplace-
ment age of 333 Ma was proposed Dias and Boul-
.lier, 1985; Dias, 1987 . This is in agreement with the
lower limit proposed here for the D3 deformation.
The time interval of ca. 300–320 Ma for the D3 in
the CIZ also agrees with the timing proposed by
 . Ferreira et al. 1987a proposal modified by Noronha
.et al., 1979; Pinto et al., 1987 . In continuity, less
voluminous intrusions characterized by a subalkaline
ferro-potassic affinity were emplaced. This granitic
 .plutonism ca. 290–296 Ma is controlled by the
fragile phase of deformation D4 in relation with the
late-Hercynian crustal extension that began at ca.
300 Ma. Thus a rapid and drastic change in both the
nature of magma protoliths and the tectonic regime
of the crust occurred at this time.
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